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upcoming conference.

How is the agenda determined?

Why are thae meethgs snccessf'ul?

About a month before the meeting, I send out a call to the
officers and Executive Board asking for agenda items.
Items may be from members, committee chairs, the Board,
or outside the organization. From those agenda items, I
compile a formal meeting agenda and assign time slots. I
then send it out electronically for any last minute forgotten
item or tweaking of the order. Finally, I collect the
Boards arrival times, handouts, and reports and merge
them all with the agenda to create a packet which is then
mailed.

In one word, it is "people" that make these meetings
successful. Probably one of the most enjoyable things
about these meetings is sceing people who rue so
committed to making this a well-run organization. They
put in a great deal of their own time,money and energy to
make this all happen. So to October Ivins. Beverley GeerButler, Susan Davis, Dan Tonkery. Jean Callaghan,
Bobbie Carbon. Eleanor Cook. Birdie MacLcnnan, Kat
McGrath, and John Tagler - the NASIG Executive Board
- I say. 'Thank you!" But remenhr folks, we could not
do it without you, the NASIG members who support the
organization in so many ways and make our jobs even
easier. You, the members, are the people who deserve
OUR thanks!

What is the I+

and format for the meetings?

These meetings usually run I day (8 hours or more) at
both the ALA Midwinter Board meeting and pre-annual
conference meeting to about 2 days at the busy fall
planning meeting. To conserve time,breakfast and lunch
are usually brought in, and Written reports are submitted
with action items clearly noted, however, most reports rue
also given orally. One of the busiest persons at the
meeting is the NASIG Secretary, Susan Davis, who works
very hard to participate in the discussion as well as to take
accurate minutes a job she docs quite well. Usually the
meetings conclude at around 7:OO pm., and we take a
break for dinner, but sometimes it is hard to figure out
when the meeting ends and the dinner begins as the
discussion usually reverts to NASIG - a topic near and
dear to us all.

-

How do we keep you informed about what goes on at
themeebgs?
After we all return home, the Secretary writes up a draft of
the minutes and runs them by the Board for any additions
or corrections prior to publication in the newsletter. As
with any meeting. our perceptions of what happened, or
what was decided at the meeting, may vary. To insure
accuracy, we verify the minutes prior to distribution in the
NASIG Newsletter. You will find the minutes of our fall
meeting in this issue so take a look; I hope you will take
time to keep up with what we are doing.

How is business condncted between meetings?
During the time between these three Board meetings,
much of the organization's work and decision-making is
handled by e-mail, telephone, and fax. So that we can
keep you aware of these decisions, they are reported in the
next meeting minutes.
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BYLAW

CHANGE

\

Ballots for a proposed change
in the NASIG Bylaws
will be mailed to the membership
in February.
The proposal would change the status of
the immediate Past President
to that of an
Executive Officer.
If y w have any questions
bout the ballot, please contact me:

Sandy Folsom,
Chair. Bylaws Committee

\

Phone: (517) 774-6868
Fax: (517) 774-2179
E-mail:

32FSWUX@CMUVM.CSV.CH.EDU

PLEASE VOTE!

Rcsidcnt'r Comer

The Land of Enchantment’s tri-cultural heritage, near
perfect weather. and unique charm are poised to bid you
welcome. Both the Conference Planning and Program
Planning Committees are hard at work to bring you an
exciting and memorable 11th Annual NASIG Cmference.
This year’s theme is “Pioneering New Serials Frontiers:
From Petmglyphs to Cybenerials.”

We have planned several social events for you, including
Thursday evening’s welcoming which will include a
Mexican buffet, with beer and wine provided, at the
Maxwell Museum of Anthropology on the UNM campus.
Guests are invited to explore the Museum (the exhibits
will be “Peoples of the Southwest,” “Human Evolutio~~,”
and “Petmglyphs and Pictographs of the Rio Grande”)
and be entertained by a p u p of American Indian Hoop
Dancers.

The conference will be held at the University of New

Friday night will feahue a visit to the Anderson Valley
Vineyards in Albuquerque’s lush North Valley. The

Bienvenidos!

Mexico campus in majestic Albuquerque, New Mexico
h m June 20-23, 1996. Universidad de Nuevo Mexico
was founded in 1889 and presently has an enrollment of
about 25,ooO students. Our campus is located in the heart
of Albuquerque, and it reflects the beautiful Southwestern
environment with its traditional pueblo-style architecture.
This architecture is considered to be one of the most
distinctive styles found on any college campus in North
America. The campus sits a mile above sca-level and
covers close to 700 acres. Campus terrain is generally flat
and easily navigated. UNM is comprised of twelve
colleges, has more than one-hundred academic disciplines,
and hcuses the state‘sonly schools of law, pharmacy, and
medicine. The UNM Lobos play in the Western Athletic
Conference and have been consistent leaders in
basketball, swimming, track, golf, volleyball, and other
intercollegiate sports. The weather in June typically
ranges from 90-97 degrces at midday: in general, tight
shirts and pants or shorts are the recommended attire.

.

Air-conditioned dormitory rooms have been r ~ s ~ for
~ e d
NASIG attendees throughout the dorm complex which
includes, Hokona, ti% Santa Clara, and Coronado Halls.
AU buildings are situated within a two minute walk from
La Posada Dinning Hall (where breakfast and lunch will
be served) and within five minutes from the conference
meting rooms. Single and double rooms are available
and furnished with beds, linens (which are changed every
other day), desks, reading lamps. closets, and chests of
drawers. There are phones available in each room for
local, collect, and calling card calls. Pay phones for dircct
long distance calls are located in the lobby. Two
community bathrooms are located on each floor and coinoperated laundry facilities are located in the basemnt of
each residence hall. The interiors of the dorms at UNM
arc typical of dorms that you would find at older,
established campuscs around the country.

winery was founded by Maxie Anderson. cepilot of the
Double Eagle ll bansatlantl‘c hot air balloon flight The
evening will feature heavy hors d’oeuvres and a
performance by a classical guitarist To provide a taste of
the Albuqucrque International Balloon Fiesta
(traditionally held annually in October). guests will be
taken on tethered hot air balloon rides, piloted by the
experienced staff of Braden’s Balloons Aloft As a special
memento, httles of wine feahning conrmemOfatiYe
NASIG labels will be available for sale. There will be a
wine cash bar featuring wine margaritas.
Saturday night’s event will be held at the Rio Grande
Zoological Park where guests will be invited to explore
the m and all its wonders, followed by a buffet style
meal with a live band for dancing on the grass. There will
be full cash bar services provided.
Everyone is
encouraged to wear comfortable clothes and shoes to fully
enjoy all the events!
On Sunday atiernoon. following the close of the
conference, there will be three bus tours from which to
choose. The A l b u q q u e City Tour is a classic tour of
the ”Duke City.” You are invited to come discover our
past, present, and future from the 10.600 ft Sandia
Mountains just east of the city to the Rio Grande River
and the sleeping volcanos to the west This tour will take
you through downtown Albuquerque, the country club
area, the peaceful Rio Grande Valley. Petmglyph Park,
and the museums and will include a stop at the Rio
Grande Nature Center and a short visit to historic Old
Town. The Tram Tour will give you the thrill of a quick
ascent on the world’s largest single-span rramway to the
top of Sandia Peak (10.600 ft). overlooking beautiful
Albuquerque. There is a small nature exhibit a the top
along with one of the most magnificent, expansive views
in the world. offering vistas up to 100 miles. The Santa
Fe Day Trip features Sanm Fe. which was founded in

-
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1609, ten years before the pilgrims came to America. It

Rio Grande Travel has agresd to s
e
m as this year‘s

was ruled by the Indians, the Spanish, and the Mexicans
before becoming part of the U.S. erritory. Finally, in

official conference travel agency. They provide full
reservation services with 5% off the lowest applicable fare
for American Airlines and 10% off the lowest applicable
fare for Southwest Airlines. Their toll-frec number is 800178-6861 or WWW http:llwMv.rio-~de-travel.com.
By car, Albuquerque‘s two main arteries are 1-40
(easuwest) and 1-25 (northlwuth). From 140, turn South
onto 1-25 and from there, tmke exit 225 East (Lomas
Blvd.), then turn right (South) onto Yale Blvd., which
will take you onto the UNM Campus.

1912 Santa Fe became the Capitol of the 47th State, New
Mexico. On this tour, you can enjoy the scenic drive
along the Turquoise Trail through ghost towns,
proceeding through the Ortiz Mountains to Santa Fe,
nestled at the base of the Sangre de Cristo Mountains.
You will walk through the Plaza, the heart of Santa Fe
since 1610, visit its quaint boutiques and many galleries
offering the finest in art. Indian crafts. fashion, and
jewelry. This tour also includes a walking tour of the
Mission, hretto Chapel. and Footsteps Across America
There is so much to see and do in New Mexico you may
wish to plan a few extra days (or a lifetime!) to see our
enchanting state.
By now we hope to have persuaded y w to attend this
year‘s NASIG Conference in record numbers! You can
get to Albuquerque by plane, train, bus, car, or horseback
Albuquerque International Airport, Amhk and
Greyhound Stations are all located 3.5 miles from the
UNM campus.

The plenary sessions for this year’s conference focus on
our overall conference theme “ P i o d n g New Serials
Frontiers: From Petroglyphs to Cyberserials.“ Our
Keynote Speaker, John Lienhard. is M.D. Anderson
Professor of Mechanical Engineering and History at the
University of Houston. Professor Lienhard has an interest
in the history of technology as well as mechanical
engineering, and is the host of a popular radio show on the
history of technology on the Houston NPR station. He
will be discussing “Reinventing Journals: Reinventing
Knowledge.” Plenary two will focus on the m i t i o n in
publishing from print to electronic, and will feature a
primary publisher, John Cox, and a secondary publisher,
Richard Kaser. Their session will focus on changes in the
proccss of scholarly communications. Plenary three
includes some real electronic serial pioneers. Stevan
Harnad, Paul Gisparg, and Jim Neal. Hamad and
Ginsparg will share their cutting edge experiences
publishing and sharing knowledge on the electronic
frontier, and Ned will share his vision for “The Serials
Revolution.”
We have selected workshops to appeal to a variety of
serialsts. Topics include format integration, eliciting user
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The brochure and registration form will be mailed in
February 1996. If you have any questions or if wc can be
of any assistance to you please contact us: Fran
Wilkinson. CPC Cochair: 505-277-7219 (voice), 505277-4446 (fax), fwilkins@unm.edu (e-mail); Michael
Brown, CFC Vice-chair: 505-277-8899 (voice), 505277-4446 (fax), mickeyb@unm.edu (e-mail). By mail,
both can be reached at: Acquisitions and Serials
Department, General Library, University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque, NM 87131-1466. The general CPC e-mail
address is nasig@unm.edu and the U ” A S I G Home
Page address is hapJlwMv.unm.edu/-nasig. See you in
Albuquerque in 1996. Adios!

feedback, improving in-house communication about
serials. and serials in special libraries. Highlights include
two hands-on WWW/HTML workshops and an update by
Rick Ralston to his highly-rated 1995 workshop,
“AutomatingJournal Use Studies.”

This year‘s concurrent sessions are designed to allow a
wide variety of choices for our diverse membership. We
chink we have something for everyone with concurrent
sessions focusing on cataloging, copyright, electronic
journals, the physics Literature, partnerships, and the world
wide web.
For those of you who want to arrive early in Albuquerque,
we will be offering a choice of Preconference on
Thursday morning. Attendees will be able to choose
between “ED1 and Related Standards: A Primer and
Update“ or “Risk Taking for Library Pioneers”.
Those of us on the Program Planning Committee hope
that you find our program as exciting as we do, and we
hope to see you in Albuquerque.

NASIG I I& Coofuencc: Gmfama pluming Re@

THURSDAY June 20,1996
83Oam-1:OOpm PRECONFERENCES
1. "ED1and Related Standards: a Primer and Update"
Amira Aaron, Readmore, Joyce Mc Donnough,
Columbia
2. "Risk Taking for Library Pioneers"
Johann van Reenan, UBCAJNM

4. "Issues in Electronic Licensing"
"Navigating the Electronic River Electronic
Product Licensing and Contracts"
Nancy Buchanan. University of Houston
"Site Licenses and Academic Research"
Rene Oliviui, Blackwell Publishers
Convener: Dan Tonkery, Redmore

FRIDAY June 21.1996
8:45am-945am Plenary I "From Petroglyphs to
cyberse"Reinventing Journals: Reinventing Knowledge"
John Lienhard, University of Houston
Convener: Julia Gammon, University of A b n

5. "The CIC Electronic loumals Collection Project

1:45pm-3:15pm CONCURRENT SESSIONS:
"An Amy of Choices"
(7 choices, not repeated)
1.

2.

"Electronic Serials Cataloging: Now That We're
Here, What Do We Do?"
Steve Shadle. University of Washington
Bill Anderson, Library of Congress
Thomas Champagne. University of Michigan
Leslie OBrien, Viginia Tech.
Convener: Jean Waghan. Wheaton College
"Order out of Chaos: Collection Development and

Management of Internet Resources"
"Hunting and Gathering in Cyberspace: Finding
and Selecting Web Resources for the Library's
V
i Collection"
Maggie Riwx. MBYWHOI Library
"Keeping the Jell-0 Nailed to the Wall:
Maintaining and Managing the V
i
Collection"
Betty Landcsman. George Washington
University
Convener Birdie MacLennon. University of Vermont
3. "The Electronic Physics Literature at the Forefront"
"The Electronic Journal Programme of the
Institute of Physics"
. Alan Singleton, IOP
"Digital Archiving in the Physics Literature"
Roben Kclly, A P S
Convener: John Tagler, Elsevier

Cooperative"
Bonnie MacEwan. Penn State
Mira Gefher, CIC.
Convener Eleanor Cook. Appalachian State
6. "The Great Debate Over Copyright in the Electronic
Environment"
"What Libraries and Educational Institutions
Seek in the Electronic Environment"
Laura Gasaway, UNC Chapel Hill
"Electronic Publishing is not Print Publishing
Understanding the Difference"
Carol Risher, Association of American
Publishers
Convener. October Ivins. University of Texas, Austin

-

7.

"Partnerships: How Many Forms.How Many Issues"
"Digital Library Partnerships: the Issues and
ChallmgeS"
lay Trolley. IS1
"A Medical University Library's Partnership to
Provide Electronic Access to Life-Science
Serials -Philosophy and Issues"
Paula Lynch, Thos. Jefferson University
"Ihe Mann LibraryNSDA Partnership a LibraryPublic Agency Collaboration"
William Kara, Cornell
Convener: Kat McGrath, University of British
Columbia

SATURDAY June 22,1996
8:45am-l015am Plenary II "Publishing in the
Cyber Age"
"Changes in Publishing Methods"
John Cox, Carfax Publishing
"From Publishing Continuum to Interactive
Exchange: The Evolution of the Scholarly
Communication Process"
Richard Kaser, NFAIS
Convener: Susan Davis, SUNY,Buffalo
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SUNDAY June 23,1996
9:15am-l1:45am Plenary III "Pioneering New Serials
Frontiers"
Pan 1
"How to Fast-Forward Serials to the Inevitable
and the Optimal for Scholars and Scientists"
Stevan Hamad. University of Southampton
"First Steps Towards Electronic Research
Communication"
Paul Ginsparg, LANL
Pan 2
"The Serials Revolution: a Call for Vision,
Innovation, and Tradition"
James Neal, Johns Hopkins University
Convener: Beverly Geer-Butler, Trinity

We invite your participation in this year's NASIG
NETWORKING NODES at the 11th Annual Conference.
These Networking Nodes will offer opportunities for
conference-goers to informally exchange ideas. problems,
solutions. and opinions on a variety of issues in
comfortable settings. They are scheduled to be held on
Saturday, June 22 from 3:45 p.m.-515 p.m Informal
networking is an essential part of the NASIG experience.
and we encourage your participation. Last year there were
about ten nodes, ranging in topics from "Serials
Cataloging" to "Flack Issues" to "Contracting for Serials
SeMces." Feedback from past conferences has indicated
that you are interested in attending both a topical as well
as a user group discussion, so both opportunities are.
offered. We seck discussion leaden and topics for THE
NODES.
NODES DEADLINE: hhrcb 1,1996 so the topics can
be published in the April Newsletter. The topics will also
be posted to NASIG-L and appear in the conference
registration packets. (Late submissions will be accepted
as long as mom arrangements can be made, but advance
publicity will be limited.)
The traditional USERS GROUPS will be held after the
conference closing at 1 p.m. on Sunday, June 23 in
keeping with NASIO's nocoflict. non-commercialiism
policy. Boxed lunches will be available to facilitate a
"chat-n-chew" atmosphere.

USERS GROUPS DEAD=.
April 5,1996, but any
groups submitting by Mar. 1 will be listed in the April
Newsletter. Other -ups
will be announced over
NASIG-L and in the conference registration packets.
Please contact the NASIG Secretary (sec p. 28 to arrange
for either the NFIWORIUNG NODES or USER
GROUPS.

The NASIG Continuing Education Committee is
sponsoring a Conference Mentoring Program to help
make. new conference attendees feel more at ease.

1.) First time NASIG Conference attendees planning to
attend the 11th Annual NASIG Conference in
Alburquerque, New Mexico. Student members and new
NASIG members are. especially encouraged to apply. A
total of 25 menw will be selected to participate for the
1lth annual conference.

2.) Seasoned NASIG members with several years
conference experience willing to volunteer a few hours of
conference time sharing, advising, and assisting new
NASIG members. NASIG Executive B o d and NASIG
Standing Committee members are especially encouraged
to apply. A total of 7.5 mentors will be selected to
participite. for the 1Ith annual NASIG conference.
Mentees (those being mentored) may be

library science
students. new librarians. or new NASIG members.
NASIG membership and fyst time NASIG Conference.
attendance is required.
Mentors (those providing mentoring) need a sincere
interest in helping someone get the most out of the
NASIG Conference and general membership. This
involves being a good listener. acting aa a professional
role model, and beiing an experienced NASIG Conference
attendee. Mentors are expected to contact their menprior to the conference. Mentors should expect to meet
with their mentees a minimum of two times during the
conference to answer questions, provide guidance,
inwduce mentees to other members and to listen. Morc

contact during the conference, and afterwards, is strongly
encouraged. Mentors must also be NASIG members.

Mentees and Mentors will be invited to a special preconference Mentoring Reception to help facilitate
networking.

To apply, please complete the form at the end of this issue
of the Newsletter and return it by:

Ballots for the general election arc mailed in February, to
be returned in March. AU active members as of January
15, 1996 will be eligible to vote.
NASIG members will be asked to select the following on
this year's ballot

MAY 17,1996
to:

Linda Marie Golian
NASIG Mentor Program Co-Chak
Florida Atlantic University
Wimbedy Library
777 Glades Road
Boca Raton, FL 33428
Phone: 407: 367-3933
Fax: 407-394-8829
&Mail: Golian@acc.fau.edu

Vice-PresidenuPresident Ekcr
PresidentPast President

-

(1996/1997 199811999)

Secretary
(1996/1997

- 199711998)

3 Members-at-Large

-

(1996/1997 199711998)

HAVE YOU
NASIG MEMBERSHIP?

\

THIS COULD BE
YOUR

LAST
NEWSLEITER!!!!!
If y w r label reads "Not Rend."
then you are d n g your

I

Only original ballou are acceptable. Vote for no more
than 1 candidate for Vice-ResidenIPresident Elect, no
more than 1 candidate for Secretary. and no more than 3
candidates for Member-at--.
An equal number of
write-in votes may be substituted for the slated candidates.
Ballots should be returned in the p r c - a d d d "Official
Ballot Envelope" provided, postmarked no later than
Manh 15,1996.

Results of the election will be published in the June 1996
NASIG Newsletter and will be announced during the
Business Meeting at the 1Ith Annual Conference.

LAST
Please address any questions regarding the general
election to:

\

tbakm@kllmc.cdu
01

(913)588-7307

/

Steve Murden
Chair, 199511996NASlG Nominations and
Elections Committee
Phone: (804) 828-1094
Fax: (804) 828-0151
E-mail: smurden@gems.vcu.edu
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Date,Time:Oct.20. 1995.2:40p.m.-700p.m:Oct21,19958:15am.-615p.m.
Place: Albuquerque, N M
Attending:

J. Gammon, Resident

B. Carlson
B. Gecr-Butler, VicePresident
E. Cook
0. Ivins, Past President
B. MacLennan
S. Davis, Secretary
K.McGtath
D. Tonkery, Treasurer
J. Tagler
M. Horn, Newsletter Editor
J. CaUaghan
Guests: 1996 Conference Planning Committee members:
I. Griffith and F. Wilkinson, co-chairs
Michael Brown, vice-cbair, 1996
Program Planning co-chairs: K. Cargille and C. Reinke.

*

1. MINUTES
The minutes of May 31, 1995 were approved with
correction. The list of committees in section
(Treasurer's repart) should include: Nominations
Elections and the full name for the Database
Directory committee.

one
9.5
and
and

2. SECRETARYS REPORT
2.1 S. Davis distributed the Board roster for corrections.
She also brought a supply of stationery and membership
brochures for the Board'sneeds.
2.2 S. Davis reported that 56 program proposals bad been
officially received and distributed to the Program
Planning Committee. She also noted that several
proposals were received after the deadline and were not
considered.
2.3 S. Davis compiled the, following list of Board
decisions since the last meeting for inclusion in these
minutes.

*

*
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The Board voted to continue the Horizon Award
and grant one award for 1996. The current task
force will serve until this award becomes part of
a standing committee.
The Board declined an offer from Hawortb Press
to establish a "Best of NASIG award for papers
from the conference. The Board felt such an
award would be conhary to NASIGs level
playing field philosophy.

The Board approved mailing the Membership
Directory via 1st class mail
The Board approved co-sponsorship of a
Continuing Education program on ED1 for
November 1995 with SISAC and the New
England ACRL chapter.

* The Board agreed that J. Gammon and 0.Ivins

-

could work out an atwrouriate
reswnse to
-ASSIC (~usnalian serials Specid- Internet
Group) regarding their invitation to 0. Ivins to
participate in a speaking tour in Australia 0.
Ivins will confirm that NASIG will not have anv
fmancial obligation for the trip.
2.4 S. Davis reported that an updated roster of
Professional Liaisons a p e in the Sept. Newsletter
issue, and noted our new liaison relationship with ASIS
(American Society for Information Science). Buzzy
Bash will serve as liaison. She received a message from
Gamy Wolfe (RoweCom) who has been asked by the
President of SLA to be their new l i o n to NASIG. S.
Davis sent him a number of questions about the liaison
process for SLA, vhich he has referred to theii Board for
diwussion at theiimeeting latex in October.
3. TREASURERS REPORT
3.1 D. Tonkery distributed a financial report which
included a report of activities, 1995 Expeaditures and the
1996 draft budget. As indicated in the report NASIGs
cash position remains strong, with a total cash balance of
$121,137.11. To date, 1995 expenditures have amounted
to $36,766.28. It is too m l y to report on 1996 renewals.

NASlG Board Meeting

3.2 'I,
Duke
?
Conference has been another financial

success for NASIG. D. Tonkery estimates the income
from the conference to be $24510.95. He is still
verifying some late invoices and wiU submit a f d
conference financial report when all the figures are fm.
D. Tonkery reported 584 paid registrations for the
conference.
ACTION D. Tonkery will prepare-and distribute final
confexencefinancial report
D A l E As soon as financial information is verified.
3.3 The Board reviewed the d m l 1996 budget, with
expenses totaling $59.240.00 and projected income at
$38.875.00. D. Tonkery noted that this budget resulcs in a

deficit, as has been the case for the past several years.
However, be also pointed out that conference income has
ex&
expectations and allowed NASIG to build
sufficient financial reserves to cover the deficit and pay
for new programs the Board has approved. D. Tonkery
atso noted that the cost for core activities are covered by
regular (non-conference) income, which is in line with the
recommendation made by the Finance Committee and
approved by the Board at the May 1995 meeting.
ACTION ThC Board approved the 1996 budget, pending
any changes resulting from the committee repom
later in this meeting
D. Tonkery reported that the committee budget proccss is
working well and congratulated the committee chairs for
submitting their budget quests on time.
4. TASK FORCE REPORTS

4.1 ELECTRONIC ACCESS
4.1.1. B. MacLennan and 0. Ivins announced an

agreement had been signed with the University of North
Carolina to provide NASIG with enhanced electronic
~ approved
services starting January 1. 1996. l l Board
payment of S5,OaO to UNC for student support for these
services. D. Tonkery will issue a check as soon as
possible with a brief letter indicating the payment is for
student support.
4.1.2. The Board discussed uansition issues related to
moving all the NASIGNET fdes and lists from A M S to
UNC. J. Gammon agrecd to formally noti@ A M S of the

move once a transition plan was in place. l%e Electronic
Communications Committee was asked to prepare a
transitioa plan which would discuss a timetable, the need
for pointers from the A M S site to UNC, whether parallel

NASIG Boud Mating

systems would be needed and any othex pertinent issues.
B. MacLennan noted that the ECC List has been housed at
the University of Vermont and must move by December
31. 1995. She suggested that the ECC list m e would
serve as a good test for moving the other lists. (NOTE:As
these minutes were going to press it was learned that the
University of Vermont renewed its BlTNET membership,
precluding the need to move the ECC list immediately. It
C B I ~be moved whenever most convenient.) The Board
was also concerned about coordinating publicity regarding
the relocation of NASIGNET. M. Geller, 0. Ivins and
members of the Electronic Access Task Force will work
out necessary details for public announcemenfls).
DECISION ECC to develop transition plan
DATE: ASAP
DECISION. I. Gammon will officially give notice to
A M S that we are moving OUT electronic services and
provide them with out transition plan
DAIE: withim 60 days

(NOTE:Soon after this meeting. NASIG was notified by
A M S that they were resrmcturing the A M S gopher and
NASIG would need to relocate its gopher. J. Gammon
then officially notifed A M S that NASIG would be
moving all of its electronic activity by late
December/early January 1996. The Board also expressed
its appreciation to A M S for their contribution to he
success of NASIG's venture into the electronic
environment. [Ed. note: See related article on p.17.)
The Board congratulated the Electmnic Access Task
Force, Marilyn Geller (Readmore), chair, Ann Ekelawn
(Vanderbilt), Steve oberg (University of Chicago). and
Maggie Rioux (Woods HolelMBL) for theii excellent
work in successfully locating a new home for
NASIGNET. B. MacLennan reported that the Electmnic
Access Task Force and the ECC are very excited a b u t
the potential for enhanced services at the UNC site.
4.2 STRATEGICPLAN

I. Tagler distributed the final version of the NASIG
Strategic Plan and asked the Board for advice on bow to
best distribute it to the membership and implement the
action plans. The Board accepted the report with thanks
to the Strategic Plan Task Force: Mary Beth Clack
(Harvard) and John Tagler (Elsevier). CMW,
Barbara
Hall (USC), Cindy Hepfer ( S U N Y Buffalo Health
Sciences), October Ivins, Birdie MacLennan (University
of Vermont), Barbara Meyers (Meyers Consulting
Services), Ann Okerson (Yale) and Teresa Malinowski
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(Cal State Fullerton). The Board also expressed its thanks

4.4 C0C
"E

to the Working Group Chairs: Theresa Baker (University
of Kansas Medical). Marilyn Geller (Readmore), Sandy
Gurshman (Readmore), Birdie M a c L e m (University of
Vermont), Dan Tonkery (Readmore) and Susan Malwaski
(John Wiley).

S. Davis reponed that this task force has completed its
charge and has been disbanded. She asked the Board to
approve appointing a small group to serve as an editorial

After discussing a number of options, the Board agreed to
the following scenario for dismbution and
implementation:
DECISION
Distribute entire strategic plan to the membership
with the Newsletter mailing (to be a separate
document, not part of the Newsletter)
Board liaisons will talk with committee chairs
about committee's role in addressing the action
plans
Committee. appointment letters
accompanied by a copy of the plan

will

be

Committees will be encouraged to discuss the
plan at their meetings
Periodic reports as well as committee annual
reports should address actions the committee has
taken to implement the plan
The plan will be distributed in the new member's
packets
The plan will be part of the NASIG gophedweb.
but not printed in the Membership Directory
DATE: Policies effectiveimmediately, implementation as
distribution completed
4.3 PR0GRAMPLAN"GMANUAL

B. Carlson reported that they have prepared an expanded
outline which needs further development. She has also
archived a number of messages from the 1995 program
planning process which arc relevant.
B. Carlson
suggested that the Board consider merging the -PPC and
CPC manuals into one working manual. She felt that it
would be useful to have all the conference information
together and help avoid possible misunderstandings and
miscommunication. The Board agreed. For the time
being, drafts will be exchanged between the two manual
task forces, and the manuals will be merged when the PPC
manual has been completed. It was also suggested that the
manual have a section on Treasurer's guidelines. D.
Tonkery will prepare some guidelines.
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board to review future suggestions and update the manual.
The Board agreed. Susan Davis (SUNY Buffalo) will
coordinate the group which will also include: Jean
CaUaghan (Wheaton College), Kat McChth (University
of British Columbia), and Teresa Mahowski (Cal State
Fullerton).
5.0 EVALUATION AND ASSESSMENT

C0MMITIE.E
B. MacLennan distributed a preliminary report of the
summary evaluation results from the loth Annual
Conference at Duke. A total of 308 evaluations were
returned. The overall conference rating was 4.1. The
committee submitted a proposed policy for distribution of
evaluation results for the Board to consider. The Board
tabled discussion on the issue until the next day to give
members time to review the proposal.
The Board agreed that the EAC is responsible for writing
up a summary article of conference evaluation results for
the Newsletter.
6.0. 1997 SITE SELECTlON

As reported at the May 1995 Board meeting, there were a
limited number of viable sites in the Great Lakes Region
for the 1997 conference. The Site Selection Committee
recommended that a site visit be made only to the
University of Michigan.
J. Callaghan reported on the site visit to the
University of Michigan in Ann Arbor that was made in
early October. Also visiting the site were: B. Geer-Butler
(Trinity), Sue Zuriff (University of Minnesota) and J.
Wfielme (University of Michigan) who acted as host.
NASIG members Thomas Champagne and Leighann
Ayers from the University of Michigan met with the site
visit group as well. The site visit team felt that the
University of Michigan would work very well as a
conference site. They noted that the conference service
office was very good, and that there were suitable
numbers of members on-site and in the vicinity to assist
with conference planning. J. Callaghan recommended that
the Board approve the University of Michigan as the site.
of the 1997 conference. The Board accepted this
recommendation.

6.1
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ACIION Approved the University of Michigan as the
1997 conference site
DATE: Conference to be held May 29-June 1,1997
The Board thanked the 1997 Site Selection committee for
its work Bill Sozansky (Univ. of Minnesota-Duluth).
chaii; Rita Echt (Michigan State), Alice Gonnley
(Marquette), Wil Harri (Moorhead State). Kathi
Jakubowski (Univ. of Wisconsin-Milwaukee), Dorothy
Kanter (Univ. of Wisconsin-Madison), Pam Mills (Univ.
of Minnesota), Kathy Schmidt (Univ. of WisconsinLacrosse). Jo Ann Toussaint (Univ. of St. Thomas), and
SUC &'iff (UniV. Of MiMCSOta).
6.2 The Board then discussed possible sites for the 1998

conference. A number of sites were mentioned, and
various Board members and K. Cargille volunteered to
obtain preliminary screening information from these sites.
Sites and contacts are as follows:
Boston area
Wellesley>J. Callaghan; Nashville (Vanderbiit)-0. Ivins.
Monhcal (McGillkE. Cook, Princeton-J. Tagler. Austin
(St. Edward's University)-0. Ivins, and Southern
California (University of California-San Diego)-K.
Cargille.
ACIION Contact sites for preliminary information
DATE: Reports at January 1996 Board meeting
7.0 PUBLICIST
J. Tagler repoaad that neither he nor C. Hepftr c d d
locate the draft report from several years ago. He asked
the Board what role they would like to see for a publicist.
Some ideas for publicity beyond NASIG were press

releases of election results, Student Grant winners, and the
Horizon Award winner. The Board also wondered if
Regional Councils and M e m h h i p could work on
publicity. J. Tagler asked the Board to think about the
idea of a publicist and where this activity best belongs for
discussion at the January Board meeting.
ACIION. Discussion of publicist role
DATE: January 1996 meeting
The meeting adjourned for dinner at 7:OO p.m.
Oct. 21, I995 The meeting reconvened at 8 1 5 am.
Guests from the PPC and CFC were in attendance, and
introductions were made..

8.0 AWARDS GRANTS AND RECOGNlTION

c

o

m

Since the Board approved establishing the Horizon Award
as a permanent NASIG award, the Board was concerned
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about adding an additional committee to the bureaucracy.
The Board suggested that all the awards be combined into
one commince structure, and J. Gammon asked B. GeerButler to develop a proposal for the Board to consider. B.
Geer-Butler distributed a proposal to establish a new
committee to handle all the NASIG grants and awards:
Conference Student Grants, Horizon Award and the
annual service awards. The proposal suggested that the
new committee have two co-chairs and 8-12 members (1014 total membership), and one member would be
designated to handle the annual service awards. m e
Board approved the formation of this new committee.
DECISION Approve new committee for 1996/97.
ACIION B. Geer-Butler will incorporate new committee
into appointment cycle. She will consult with current
Student Grant and Horizon committees on
appointments.
9.0 DUKE CONFERENCE PLANNING
COMMllTEZ FINALREPORT

The Board reviewed the ten recommendations offered by
the Duke Conference Planning Committee. The Board
accepted two recommendations: 1) to specify fmt class
mailing for the conference bmchure. and 2) to stop
automatidy sending conference brochures to the Society
for Scbolarly Publishing. ThC Board noted that some of
the issues in the report had been previously discussed by
the Board and revisited them. Input from Board members
with prior CPC experience was solicited.
After
discusion, the Board agned to let those earlier decisions
stand.
These include not establishing a paid NASIG
administrator position, not offering a differential
registration rate for non-members. continuing the halfprice regishation policy for CPC members, continuing to
offer upgraded roomlhotel accommodations for speakm,
and displaying Proceedines order brochures rather than
having publications available for purchase at the
Conference.
The Board then discussed the remaidng new concerns.
Based on input from the current CPC cochairs and the
Treasurer, the 19% conference regismtion forms will
again be sent first to the Treasurer to handle the financial
transaction, then sent to the conference registrar for
registration purposes. In response to the recommendation
to accept credit card payments, the Board had previously
investigated this idea and learned that the associated fees
would require a higher registration fee. which cannot be
passed only to those who use a credit card. F. Wilkinson
will find out if the University of New Mexico can accept
credit cards. (She later leamed that it would be too
problematic for UNM to accept credit card payments.)
CPC and PPC will work together to develop a procedure
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for handling the speaker audiovisual needs. The AV issue
has been one of the most difficult areas to coordinate
smoothly and a new procedure is tried each year. F.
Wilkinson noted that the University of New Mexico has a
travel agent whose services can be promoted to make
conference travel arrangements. CPC will also investigate
UNM's policies and procedures for recycling cans and
bottles and the disposition of leftover food. If feasible,
NASIG would like to donate leftovers to an appropriate
organization. The Board thanked the Duke CPC for their
thoughtful and detailed report and repated their
appreciation for the committee's work in producing the
Duke Conference.
ACTION 0. Ivins will draft the Board's response to the
Duke Conference Planning Committee about all of
their recommendations.
DATE: By the end of 1995
ACTION S. Davis will update CPC manual with the
agreed upon changes
DATE: By Januuy 1996 Board meeting
10.0 UNIVERSlTY OF NEW M W C O
CONFERENCEiPLANNINGCOMMITTEE
10.1 F. Wilkinson reported that contracts had been signed
and deposits made with Anderson Valley Winery, Rio
Grande Zoological Park, and the Maxwell
Anthropological Museum. These will be the sites for our
evening meals and events. Thursday night will be a
Mexican buffet and hoop dancers at Maxwell. Friday will
be tethered balloon rides and reception at the winery, and
Saturday there will be a band and reception at the MO.
10.2 CPC has planned all breaks at die Student Union.
Badges will serve as meal uckets for breakfasts and
lunches. F. Wilkinson alerted the Board that not all dorms
have elevators.
10.3 T-shirtswill again be a souvenir this year. The
design will include a pctroglyph. Water bottles will be
included in the registration packets. It will be important
for conference goers to drink plenty of fluids to counteract
the effects of the high altitude and arid climate.
10.4 F. Wilkinson noted that the committee ~tselfhas
undergone some changes since it was formed, but that all
responsibilities are covered. Michael Brown will serve as
vicechair. 1. Griff~thdistributed information about
AViMedia services and contact p o n s at UNM and other
local vendors. She also has arranged for NASIG
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attendees to have access to e-mail and the Internet on
campus.
10.5 F. Wilkinson distributed a draft conference budget.
She noted that 1996 housing costs have not been finalized,
but are expected to increase by 7% over the 1995 figures
she used in the budget. The committee has anticipated
these increased in the budget projections. However, PPC
does not have final speaker costs at this point but is
expecting to work within their assigned budget of
$25,000. Based on these preliminary figures,the Board
tentatively approved registration fees as follows: $300 for
a single and $275 for a double. Rates for day registrants
and non-residentiakommuters will be approved as smn
as updated budget figuns are received from CPC.
ACTION F. Wilkinson will update the budget figures and
send to J. Callaghan.
DATE: ASAP
ACIION. Final Board approval of conference fees
DATE Upon receipt of budget from I. Callaghan
10.6 CPC co-chairs, F. Wilkinson and I. Griffith, and
PPC co- chairs, K. Cargille and C. Reinke, reported that
they had met prior to their point in the agenda to discuss
coordination and communication procedures for the
conference. They worked out procedures for dealing with
speaker registration packets to makc this p'occss as
smooth as possible. Based on feedback from the
evaluations, PPC was asked to provide speaker email
addresses in the program information. AU the co-chairs
reported that it % very useful to meet face to fscc to
work out common issues and concerns.
11.0 1996 PROGRAM PLANNING COMMIlTEE
11.1 K. Cargille and C. Reinke distributed a draft of the
conference schedule for the Board to review. The Board
did not suggest any changes to the schedule.
11.2 K. Cargille requested feedback on the proposed
preconferences. The Board approved the preconference
on ED1 and Related Standards and suggested that ECC
develop one of their program proposals into a
preconference because these have been very successful in
the past. K. Cargille will contact M. Rioux regarding an
ECC preconference. The two preconferences will be held
simultaneously on Thursday morning, June 20. The
Board also suggested that the preconference fee include
the extra night's stay. After further discussion the Board
approved a $50 preconference registration fee which
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would include Wed. night housing, Wed. dinner, and
breakfast and lunch on Thursday for ease in registering
and to reduce confusion.

transfnring the archives to T. Mullins by the end of the
year. D. Tonkery noted that acid free folders had been
pUIChased.

DECISION Preconference fee to include housing and
meals
DATE: Effective with 1996 conference

13.2 BYLAWS

11.3 K.Cargille distributed a tentative list of speakers for
the plenary and concurrent sessions and asked for
additional suggestions from the Board. The Board
suggested that the copyright issue is still of interest and
that PPC might want to include a session on it. The Board
also thought it acceptable to list Paul Ginsparg as a
tentative speaker on the program, since he will not know
until aftcr the program is printed if he will be able to
spcalc
The Plenary sub-committee will take the
suggestions under advisement as they work to finalize the

11.4 C. Reinke distributed a slate of 20 workshops for
comment The workshop sub-committee is still hying to
fill in all the workshop leader slots. She noted that the
sub-cormnittee would l i the, workshops to be more like
real workshops with more audience interaction and
participation. Evaluations have commented that some
workshops have become mini-plenaries. C. Reinke
requested comments or ideas from the Board be sent to
her as quickly as possible.

12. CANADIANISSUES

K McGmth reminded the Board that mailings to Canada
may be subject to customs review if the item is considered
a package, such as the Membership Directory. The
review is done on a random basis, and there is no way for
NASIG to avoid or bypass this possibility.
K McGrath also noted that it was not necessary to list a
Canadian dollar equivalent on the registration form, since
most Canadians are accustomed to making the conversion
from US dollars.
LUNCHBREAK ANDTOUROFTHE UNM
CAMPUS
13. COMMI?TEE REPORTS

J. Tagler reported that the Bylaws Committee had
received three proposals for amending the bylaws. Board
feedback was requested by the proposer of two
amndments and the committee asked the Board to
comment on the thii proposal. The first was to extend
the timc period for notifying the membership of election
results. which has been difficult to meet due to the timing
of the election with the Newslew production. m e Board
was reluctant to endorse this proposal, preferring instead
to investigate ways to meet the deadlice imposed by the
bylaws. It was suggested that the membership be notified
via NASIG-L and by separate mailing for thosc not on the
listserv.

ACTION: S. Davis will ask Datahase & Directory
Committee if mailing labcls can be produced for
those members not on NASIG-L
DATE: Report by January 19% meeting
The second proposal was to increase the number of
Member-at-Large seals on the Executive Board. The
Board had previously discussed this issue in Nov. 1993
and r d k n e d its lack of support for this idea, believing it
would be difficult to function as smoothly as a larger
group and noting how unwieldy large group meetings can
be. The number of people attending Board meetings has
increased since, in addition to the Newsletter Editor, the
chairs of CPC and PPC are now invited. This increase has
made scheduling more difficult and adds to the cost for
meetings. The current Board was concerned about
schedulingproblems and higher costs for meetings if there
were additional Board seats. The Board has been hying to
streamline and consolidate committee liaison reporting
relationships to make, the current Board configuration
work as effectively as possible. The Board expressed its
appreciation for the concern of the member who made
these proposals and hopes that he will understand the
Board's position.

The third proposal would explicitly identify the PastF'resident as an officer and acknowledge the important
role this office plays in the organization. The Board
endorsed this proposal.

13.1 'ARCHIVES
J. Tagler reported that he had heard from E. Rast that
work is progressing smoothly in anticipation of
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ACTION: I. Tagler will communicate the Board's
deliberations to the Bylaws Committee so they may
begin to prepare a ballot.
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13.3 CONTINUING EDUCATION

0. Ivins distributed a report of 1996 continuing education
program proposals from the co-chairs: M. Crump and M.
Geller. The Board reviewed each of the proposals.
DECISION The Board approved:
* the budget for four regional programs for 1996.
* the development and printing of a Serials
Librarianship brochure.
* webversion only Human Resources Directory
* a mentor program for the conference
13.4 DATABASE & DIRECTORY
S. Davis reported that the committee had mailed the
membership renewals in early October. This year the
renewal was mailed separately from the Newsletter. D&D
and ECC have completed the process of purging nonrenewals from NASIG-L. S. Davis requested on behalf of
T. Baker that requests for mailing labels should be made
at least two weeks in advance and indicate what group or
purpose requires the labels.

13.5 ELECIROMC COMMUNICATIONS
13.5.1 B. MacLennan reported she had notified M. Geller
that the agreement with UNC for enhanced NASIGNET
services had been signed. She also noted that the. ECC
Listserv is housed at the University of Vcnnont and needs
to move by the end of 1995. The Board gave Ecc
support for taking whatever steps are necessary for its
transition to UNC. ( N O m As these minutes were going
to press it was learned that the University decided to
renew its BITNET membership precluding the nacd to
move the ECC list immediately. The move to UNC can
take place when it is most convenient.)

13.5.2 B. M a c L e ~ a ndistributed a plan to resvuchlre the
NASIG gopher.

this project to perform the purge whenever it is convenient
after the renewal period is over.
13.5.4 B. Macknnan reported that the supply of the
NAS1GNF.T and Bevond manual is exhausted. The Board
agreed that this edition should not be reprinted. The
Board will consider pubiication of a revised dition
should ECC wish to pursue the project. Meanwhile, the
manual is available on the NASIG gopher.
13.6 HORIZONAWARD

J. CaUaghan reported that announcements of the award
have been posted to various listservs and will appear in
the Decemkr Newsletter. The Board asked the Task
Force to send publicity to Mexico with the hope of
recruiting qualified applicants. The Board would approve
a second Horizon Award for a qualied Mexican
applicant if the.Task Force so recommends.
13.7 NEWSLElTwl

M. Horn reported that Newsletter mailing labels are being
produced by the Newsletter printer from data sent by
D&D. She noted that an extra 20 copies of each issue are
produced and sent to the Regional Councils &
Membership contact pnson (I. Johnson -- Univ. of
Nebraska) for new members.
M. Horn has been investigating the purchase of a new
desktop publishing package, a recommendation that was
ioherited from the previous editor-inchief. Since the
publication of the Newsletter is not cenmlized, she does
not recommend that NASIG purchase a desktop package.
The Board accepted her recommendation.
M. Horn has been mrking with the Proccedines Editors
to supply Newsletter reporters' notes from the conference
in case they were needed for the proceedinns when no
paper was supplied.

ACIION The Board approved restructuring the gopher
at BCC's convenience.
ACIION B. Oeer-Butler will revise the committee
volunteer form for the gopher and the pewslettw

M.Horn plans to publish the NASIG Strategic Plan (see

13.5.3 B. Masknnan distributed a report kom Steve
Oberg on the NASIG-L purge process. In the past the
purge has taken place around August, but was delayed this
year. The Board wondered if there were a more
appropriate time for the purge to take place. The Board
felt that ECC and D&D should coordinate thei work on

0. Ivins distributed the committee's timeline for the
nominations and elections process. The Board suggested
specifying a h e , for notification of those nominees who
were not selected for the final ballot 0. Ivins clarified for
the Board that the committee fully considers all those who
agree to submit credentials.
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4.2) for mailing with v.10, n0.5 of the Newsletter.
13.8 NOMINATIONS AND ELXX'IONS
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13.9 PROCEEDINGS

DECISION Board approved, with changes, text for a
letter to non-member conference attendees inviting
them to join NASIG.

13.9.1 B. Geer-Butler distributed an annual report from
the outgoing Proceedines Editors who strongly
recommend that workshop recorders be identified earlier
in the proccss. There has always been difficulty
coordinating actual registration in a particular workshop
with the need to send instructions in advance for the
preparation of the reports. It was noted that the proposed
Human Resources Directory could be useful in the future
for identifying potential workshop recorders. The Board
agreed that the Proceedins Editors could post a message
on NASIG-L to solicit volunteers to serve as recorders.

13.11.1 E. Cook reqwted that the Board approve the
committee's proposal to refer to the grant as the NASIG
Conference Student GranL The Board a@.

ACTION: B. Geer-Butler will ask the 1996 Proceedins
Editors to appoint workshop recorders earlier than in
the past and assign them to particular workshops.

DECISION: student grant to henceforth be officially
called "NASIG CONFERENCE STUDENT
GRANT"

13.9.2 B. Geer-Butler has been working on improving the
copyright form and instructions for speakers. She has
been in towh with Kathy Rutz at Haworth, who supported
the changes. B. Geer-Butler will send the final revision to
Bill Cohen at Haworth to make sure there are no problems
at Haworth's end. B. Geer- Butler will ask the new editors
to send the letter and copyright forms to speakers earlier
and inform speakers that all sessions will be taped.

E. Cook reported that the committee expens to have an

ACTION Comments on wpyright form
DATE: To B. Geer-Butler by November 3, 1995
13.9.3 B. Geer-Butler distributed a copy of the
advertisement for new ProceedingS Editors. Closing date
for applications is December 8. Finalists will be
interviewed at ALA midwinter or via telephone interview.
Serving on the search committee are: B. Geer-Butler
Vnnity),J. Gammon (Univ. of Akron), M. Sheble (Univ.
of Detroit) and B. Holley (Univ. of Alabama).
ACTION. Appoint new editors
DATE: ASAP after interviews in late January 1996
13.10 REGIONAL COUNCILS AND MEMBERSHIP

K. McGrath distributed a report from the committee
requesting action on several items. The Board reviewed
the proposed text for the revised membership brochure
and suggested some changes.
DECISION Board approved revised text and printing of
2.000 NASIG brochures
DATE: printing in early 1996
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The Board supported the committee's suggestion to draft a
letter in Spanish to use in recruiting members from
Mexico.
13.11 STUDENTGRANT

updatc on travel guidelines from K. Kirkland in January

1996.

13.1 1.2 The committee asked the Board to set the number
of grants that could be awarded for 1996 as part of the
annual budget approval process. Since NASIG's financial
situation continues to be strong, the Board agreed to offer
a maximum of eight grants.
DECISION Board approval of up to eight (8) grants for
1996
14. OTHER
14.1 D
m POLICY FOR DISTRIBUTION OF
EVALUATION DATA
The Board reviewed a draft prepared by the Evaluation
and Assessment Committee of a policy to revise the Nov.
1992 policy for dihbuting conference evaluation
information. The committee expressed concerns that
information is shared with the appropriate parties and that
strict confidentiality is maintained. The Board reviewed
the draft and suggested some changes. The Board
approved the following distribution:

FULL REPORT all data collected, CIOSS tabulations and
written comments.
Initial distribution: current Executive Board
members. retired Past-President. archives and to
past year Executive Board members.

Distribution from the Archives (past years): Others as
approved by the current President.

SITE REPORT:all data excluding speakers ratings and

*NOTE: ‘‘Current” is defined as those in office when
the report is generated (late summer/early fall),
”past” is defined as hose in office at the time of
the conference,

comments on speakers andlor program offerings.
Initial distribution: current Conference Planning
conunittee chair.past confmnce Planning
Chair, Task Force updating the Conference
Planning Manual
Distribution from the Archives (past years):
Others as approved by the current President
SPEAKER REPORT ratings and comments for
each speaker and summary/general ratings and
comments on each plenary, concurrent or
workshop session.

Preconference and continuing education evaluation
reports would follow the same distributionpattern.

All reports would be marked as “CONFIDENTJAL..”
Everyone who receives a report will be expected to sign a
transmittal letter agreeing to maintain the confidentiality
of the report. The EAC will be responsible for & f i g
the trsnsmittal letter.
ACTION Board asked for suggestions on report format
to be discussed on the Board listserv
15. NEXTMEETING

Initial distribution: past Program Planning Chair
for redistribution to speakers or workshop
leaders upon q u e s t

-

Distribution from the Archives (past years): current
Program Planning Committee Chair and others as
approved by the current Resident

The 1995 Conference held at Dukc University was
another financial success and ended with a positive cash
position of $24,510.95.
The NASIG Board and
Conference Planning committee must continue to work
together to insure, that the income trend continues, as OUT
a n n d revenue from membership fees no longer covers
our operating cost. Each year the Conference is a planned
- source of additional income, and the Board, through the
Treasurer, has the fiduciary responsibility to insure, rhat
we maximize our income potential. The financial success
of each conference in critical to our long-term survival as
an organimtion. and successful results are the
responsibility of the many people that work on the
conference, Careful forecasting, cost control, and propex
monitoring are all essential to a financial success.
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The next meeting will be held Jan. 18,2 p.m.4 p.m, and
Jan. 19, 8:30 am.-noon, in San Antonio in conjunction
with the ALA Midwinter meeting. D. Tonkery will make
arrangements for the meeting m m .
The meeting was adjourned at 6 15 p.m.

Meeting Highlights
There were 519 attendees re&ered, which includes the
fne and reduced-fee attendees. The numbers include:
428 Women
151 Men
441 Members
155 First-Timers
Pre-conference attendees: 150
Brief financial summary:
Income
Conference - Souvenirs
4,391.00
Conference - Tours
185.00
Conference Registration
167,003.04
Total Income
17 1579.04
ExpenxsK‘otal
147,068.09
Total I n c o d x p e n s e 24,510.95
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NASIG's greatest resources arc the talents, energies and
the sharing natures of its membership.

In order that all members (and others in the profession)
might be able to draw upon lhese resources more fully. the
Continuing Education Committee has been commissioned
to explore the possibility of the publication of a

that would detail these amibutes via "profile" pages for
cutain members.
Which numbers?

Well, that is primarily up to you !I!
A working grwp within the Continuing Education
Committee will review qualifications of any and all
members who wish to be considered for inclusion in the
first edition. Simply fill out and mail off the "Human
Resources Profile" found at the end of this issue of the
J'4ewsletter. A copy of the "HumanResources Proffie" is
also accessible through the NASIG gopher.
Be sure to mail your profile to the appropriate Committee
member (as indicated on the profile shcet ) based on the
first letterof your surname. The derdlioe for prome
submission is:

Mueh 15,1996

You should also feel free to recommend fellow NASIGer's
for inclusion in the Dmtory, sending your
recommendation to the appropriate Committee member
(sce alphabetical division by surname at the end of the
Profile form). The deadline for recommendations of other
NASIGer's is March 1.1996.
So, please tell

us about yourselves so we can make your

expertise known to others.

As the final step in the. transition of NASIGNET from the
Mathematical Society to the School of
Information and Libmy Science (SILS), Univmity of
North Carolina at chapel Hill, members of the Electronic
communications C o m m i ~
have moved all of om list
operations from their old addresses to new ones. The new
node address for all lists and for thc list processor is now:
@NASIG.ILS.UNC.EDU and should be used for all
NASIG and List pmcessor IIwsBgcs. At the end of this
Newsletter is a list of all NASIG lists with thei old
address, memberships. and new addresses. Plcasc oott
that some of these lists arc currently inactive and some
lists, in me serials fashion, have undergone name
changes. If you have any questions or problems
concerning this final phase of the transition, plcasc contact
Steve Oberg, NASIG Listowner (so67@midway.
uchicago.edu) or Betty Landesman, NASIG Secondary
Linowner (betty@gwis.circ.gwu.edu).
For more
information about using these, lists. please refer to the
"Welcome. to NASIGNET" message available on the
NASIG gopher (nasig.ils.unc.edu, port 6050) and
periodically dishibuted on NASIG-L.
American

With the transition of the lists from A M S to UNC, the
Electronic Acccss Task Force has completed its
assignment. It has been my privilege to work with this
incredibly knowledgeable. dedicated and responsive
group. I would l i e to publicly acknowledge the
following p p l e :

Task Force members
Ann Ercelawn, Past NASIG Listowner and ECC
member
B i d e MacLennan. ECC and Task Force.Board
Liaison
Steve Oberg, ECC Co-Chair
Maggie Rioux. ECC Co-Chair
School of Information and Library Science, University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill:
Barbara Moran, Dean
J m y Saye, Associate Dean
Scott Barker. D m t o r of Computer Services
NASIG Executive Board:
Julie Gammon, President and Hand-holder
October lvins, Past President and Diplomatic Courier
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who helped out on this project included Wendy Moore.

.

. .

~ . ..

The Eltctronic Communications Committee has covered a
great deal of ground in the period since the annual
conference in June 1995. What follows are. some of the
major highbghb from a very busy and productive seven
months. Many thanks go to all of the committee's
membm for their contributions: Christine christiansen,
Donnice Cochencur, Kate H a g . Betty Landesman,
Wendy Moore.Rick Ralston. and Michael Randall. And
a special thank you to ow very supportive and hard
working Board Liaison. Birdie Macbnnan.
1. Gopher restructuring.

Maggie Rioux and Donnice Cochenour completed a
project to reshucture the NASIG gopher, following up on
the discussions/recommendations of the committee at the
annual conference on this topic. The result is a better
organized and logical arrangement
One of the
differences b e m n the old and the new is terminology:
for example, late breaking announcements and news is
now in a directory labelled "
R
E
A
D
m T i m Sensitive
Information and Announcements." "NASIG Organization
Information" now directs the user to information on
committees, their charges, etc.
2. Committee List UpdatdArchives

The annual job of updating committee l i t s and taking
care of archive decisions for the past years' committees,
was completed at the end of July. This work was a
cooperative effort of Betty Landesman, Mike RandaU,
Donnice Cochenour. and Steve Oberg. Betty took care of
collating information from past years' committee chairs
regarding disposition of archives and forwarded them to
me. Each committee that requested an active list was set
up with a subscribers tile. an alias (or x-ref) file for
variant e-mail addresses, and a new information file.
Kevin Cumow. systems liaison at A M S . took care of
committee list archives that necded purging and assigned
new archive passwords for each list. Individual letters
wen c-mailed to each committee chair (or cc-chair)
explaining how to use the particular list and providing
password information for accessing the list's archives. A
final part of this project was to update entries for
committee members' entries in the NASIG-L Subscribers
fde to indicate committee affiliation.

3. Purge of NASIG-L
The purpose of this project was to purge non-renewed
m m b m from the NASIG-L subscribers file. Volunteers
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Christine Christiansen. Mike Randall, and Betq
Landesman. Working from a list of non-renewed
members provided by Theresa Baker (chair of the
Database & Directory Committee), each person edited his
or her part of the NASIG-L subscribers file to remove
non-renewed members, and then the subscribers file was
put back together and sent to AMS. The second half of
the project involved comparing each entry on the
subscriber fde to the current entry in the membership
databax. so as to report any anomalies in e-mail
addresses between the two files to Theresa Baker.
Questionable entries were referred for a decision to
Thema. A total of 76 entries were deleted. A new step
was added to the project this year. which involves sending
notification to each person who was deleted from NASIGL. Mike Randall took on the task of creating a form letter
and sending it to these persons. This year we decided to
forego the final step of requesting a new gopher port from
AMS as well as a new password for the NASIG-L
archives in view of the imminent move of NASIGNET to
a new host site at the University of N o d Carolina.
4. Development of ECC Proposal for annual conference

Under Maggie Rioux's leadership, ECC members
discussed and shaped ideas for a proposal for an
educational program on the World Wide Web which was
submitted to the Program Planning Committee for next
year's annual conference. Au ECCers joined in and
provided good points for discussion. One of the starting
points for discussion was provided by Donnice
Cochenour, who volunteered at the conference at Duke to
pull together information from ow pnconferem program
evaluations and summarize it for the committee. A
consensus was reached on the necd for hands-on
programs, as well as for a variety of offerings targeted to
specific knowledge levels. The committee a g ~ Ato
submit proposals for three sessions, which were accepted
by the Program Planning Commim: one hands-on
workshop for beginning level web authors, a ~ e c o n d
hands-on workshop for intermediate level web authors,
and a concurrent program session dealing with issues in
web publishing. ECC me&
have volunteered and
been assigned to each of these three offerings as either
presenters or assistants.
5. Move of NASIGNET to New Host Site

The last thme months have mostly becn occupied with this
endeavor. Msggie Rioux and Steve Oberg worked closely
with Marilyn Geller and other members of the Task Force
on Eleceonic Access to identify and resolve issues for
transition of both the NASIG gopher and lists to ow new

host site at the University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill
Graduate School of Library and I n f o d o n Science. The
gopher was successfully transferred to UNC in October.
Transfer of the various NASIG lists to UNC is currently in
progress and should be complete by the end of January,
1996. A notice of these changes (particularly relating to
the move of the gopher) was sent via email to NASIG-L
and in a separate flier to all NASIG members. An article
entitled "A New Home for NASIGNEP was also
included in the December 1995 issue of the NASIG
Newsletter. As s o ~ las the lists are installed at UNC.

members will be alerted to this second major phasc of the
move by means of an announcement on NASIG-L and an
article in the February issue of the Newsletter entitled
"NASIGNET Transition Now Complete.'
next major
phase of changes being planned by the ECC is
development of World Wide Web services in early Spring
of 96. to be followed by further enhancements as time and
resources allow (both for the ECC and for ow new hosts
at UNC). Further information about thcsc changes will be
provided by postings to NASIG-L, articles in fulure issucS
of the Newsletter, and notices in the NASIG gopher.

The Program Planning Committee organizes and develops
the full program for each Annual Conference, including
the plenary sessions, concurrent sessions and workshops
that make the NASIG Annual Conference so stimulating
and rewarding for attendees. Currently, two co-chairs
head two subcommiaee~, one to plan p k w y and
concurrent sessions, and the other to plan workshops.
The 19% Planning Committee is compwed of:

The two committees jointly develop the program
schedule, review proposals. and decide upon speakers.
Propods are evaluated on the basis of topic and its
relevance to NASIG members and to the ovcrall of theme
of the upcoming conference. Much development work is
done on proposals received, grouping proposals for
workshops and concumnt sessions. The committees look
at the overall program and assem how closely
presentations will match the theme for the year. New
workshops may be developed by the committee to fill
gaps and cover topics that have not been propod.
Committee m e m k may recruit presenters to cover
topics needed. ntcy then formally invite speakers to
participate in the next conference and make arrangements
for their accommodations. mom and audio visual
requirements, all in coordination with the Conference
Planning Committee.

PlenaryIConcurrentSessions:
Kann Cargille, Co-chair 1995I96
1994/96, University of California, San Diego
Pamela S i p s o n Elsherbini
1994/96, Pennsylvania State University
Cindy Hepfer
1995I96, S U N Y Buffalo
Sue Malawski
1995/96, California State University, Fullerton
John Harrison
1995/96,Northern Arizona University
Workshops:
Christa Reinke. Co-chair 1999%

1994/96, University of Houston
Ann Ercclawn
1995B6, Vanderbilt University
Lisa Macklin
19!34/96, Georgia Institute of Technology
Bob Persing
19951%. University of Pennsylvania
Pat Wallace
1994/95, University of Colorado, Boulder
Bobbie Carhon, Board Liaison
Medical University of South Carolina

The Workshop Committee focuses on practical topics
while drawing togethcr a well-balanced slate of highquality workshops. Some factors in the balance an broad
geographical representation by speakers and coastitueney
in the serials information industry ( e.g. vendors,
publishers, libmiam).
The Program Planning Committee has benefitted by a
marked d e w of continuity over the yeam, and by
mandated continuity in recent years. As the committee
evolved and more members h a m e involved in p h i n g
programs, the separation of rcspoasibilities became more
defined.
The programs for the first five NASIG conferences were
planned by Mary Beth Clack and h i g h Chatterton,with
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assistance from John Riddick and Tina Feick. Mary Beth
was NASIG Vice President for NASIG 5: this began a
‘tradition’ that the NASIG VP chair the Program
Planning Committee. With NASIG 6 the PPC expanded
to three members, chaired by VP Ann Okerson. who
planned the plenary sessions. The other two members
were October Ivins and C i y Hepfer.
To promote
mentoring and educational outreach, it was decided hat
more people should be involved in the work of the PPC.
NASIGs joint program with the SSP for NASIG 7 was
again chaired by Ann, this time as NASIG President, with
a greatly expanded committee. Plenary sessions wme
planned by Ann, workshops by Teresa Mahowski and
Ann WeUer, concurrent sessions by Mary Beth, October,
Cindy and Patricia Starry.
Tradition became policy with the NASIG 8 PPC cochaind by VP C i y Hepfer. responsible for plenary and
concurrent sessions along with subcommittee members
Ann. Danny Jones and Jim Mouw. October cochaired
and was responsible for the workshops, with members
Julia Gammon, Bobbie Carhn. Michele Crutnp and Bea
McKay. NASIG 9 VP October co-chaired as head of the
plenary/concurrent subcommittee, which consisted of
Alex Bloss. Bobbie, and Karen Darling. Julia chaired the
workshop subcommittee. working with Michele, Carol
Magenau, Rosanna OWeil, and Roberta Winjum.
For NASIG 10, VP Julia was liaison to the PPC but did
not co-chair the commiltee. The NASIG Board decided
the VP had to have more free time to assist the President
and learn the ropes.
Bobbie chaired the
plenarylconcnmnt subcommittee working with Alex,
Karen cargille. Mary McLaren, Pamela SimpsonElsherbini and Patricia Wallace. Michele chaired the
workshop subcommittee, heeding a poup that included
Lisa MacLlin, Christa Reinke, and Kathy Meneeley. To
plan the program for 1996, Bobbie is serving as Board
Liaison instead of VP Beverley Geer-Butler. since
Beverley has no prior PPC experience, and both
subcommittees are enjoying continuity and coaching from
Cindy.
Members serve on the committee for several years, both to
provide continuity to the planning and to make best use of
the planning skills that are developed during several
conferences.
Former committee members keep
themselves ever available to current members as a
resource for planning and development. A manual is in
development, currently being worked on by Bobbie.
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The NASIG President invites members to remain on the
committee or to take cochair positions. Co-chairs are
generally selected from members who have been on the
committee for some years.
All applicatiom from
volunteers to serve on the committee are considered.
From the pool of volunteus, the President invites new
members to join the committee.
Work on the PPC holds many challenges, for the
committee as a whole, and for the individuals involved.
One constant challenge is finding speakers who will
address the conference theme. While there. may be plenty
of proposals to review, the challenge is to focus all the
ideas into a program that addreses the issues of the
theme, while at the same time achieving many sorts of
balances in the program. Because the two subcommittees
of the PPC work very independently, there is a challenge
in keeping communications close and constant, and
activities coordinated. One. of the most difficult jobs the
committee performs is deciding which proposals will not
be used and communicating any rejections to the
proposers. As the quality and the number of propals
increase every year, it appears this task will continue to
be a challenging one.
The NASIG Board votes on each aspect of the program as
the committee develops it. It can be a significant
challenge for the committee to accept and effect the
suggestions and ideas proposed by the B o d . for both the
format of the conference and for individual sessions. One
Board wanted more workshops on the program, so more
workshops had to be developed by the PPC members.
Plenary speakers often do not have the same stake in
NASIG that workshop presenters have. The PPC asks
them to present on a summer weekend and without an
honorarium
really doing NASIG a favor.
The
committee is challenged to keep that in mind and to
provide commensurateattention to these honored guests at
o w conferences.

-

This year’s committee sees its greatest challenge in
checking references of potential presenters who have
submitted proposals to the committee. They want to
ensure that each speaker has good presentations skills and
is well-organized. Part of the challenge has been in
finding someone to serve as a reference for each
presenter, someone who has heard previous presentations.
At the same time,the committee is concerned that it
remain open to new speakers who will bring new
perspectives but may not have a lot of prior experience.

Most pa? and current PPC members agree that a
surcessfui , xrogram at the Annual Conference is the most
ir, artant reward they can anticipate. Hearing positive
feedback about the workshops during the conference is as
rewarding to planners as the delayed gratification of
satisfaction expressed on evaluation forms. Along with
the fulfillment of a good job well done, participants in the
PPC often say that it is also a great way to meet people in
NASIG. even if only virtually. The PPC has enjoyed
considerable closeness among committee members, and a
warm sense of comaraderie. For some, part of the reward
has been the realization that all involved are very
committed to the success of the. program to NASIG. and
to maintaining the e x d i g l y high standards set by
previous PPCs .

evexything they need lor their presentations. PPC
members act as hosts to presenters who are not NASIG
members, providing e m service. inuoductions. guided
tours of rooms. assistance at the speakers' meeting. and
general liaison with NASIG. Most committee members
are working on next year's program as the program they
have just planned is being presented.
They observe
during each conference. noting what works. and what
doesn't, to help in planning the next program.
After the conference is over, PPC members follow-up
with thank you letters to presenters, and 0ffe.r nsults of
evaluations and comments concerning their presentations.

NASIG members need to know how valuable their
feedback is in shaping the next year's prograa The
written evaluation form provides direction, but informal
feedback at the conference is also VERY helpful.
Conshuctive negative feedback is also very helpful,
though responses on evaluations can be contradictory.
Committee members sift and weigh differing opinions in
shapiig their rcsponse to the evaluations.
Also
appreciated are suggestions on potential fuhm topics and

The busiest season for the Program Planning Committee is
from August to December of the year prior to a
conference.
The deadline for the submissions of
proposals for workshops, plenary and concurrent sessions
is mid-August. From August to December, proposals are
read and evaluated, and a draft program is developed.
This dran is presented to the NASIG Board at the midOctober Board meeting. Contacts are established with
potential presenters, and participation and topics are
c o n h e d . Speaker topics and details are verified for
publication in the conference brochure.
Another period of concentrated planning activity is
between March and June, prior to the annual conference,
Members of the PPC serve as liaisons between speakers
and the Conference Planning.Committee to ensure that
room requirements and AV requests are clear and that the
speakers know how many attendees to expect The
committee collects outlines from presenters and works
with each to develop content and scope of their topics and
presentations.
Letwrs are sent to each presenter,
confirming dates, times, topics. A whole "packet" for
presenters is mailed in February, reminding them of the
conditions of their agreement with NASIG. NASIG
expects a written paper for inclusion in the Proceedines
from each plenary and concurrent session presenter.
'Ihroughout the process, committee members remain
available to presenters to answer any questions they have.
Final arrangements are made with speakers, and their
requirements are coordinated with the Conference
Planning Committee. The PPC must be alert to the
possibility of last minute cancellations by speakers, or
changes in wvel plans.

During the conference, the committee's main
responsibility is to make sure that the speakers have

Speakers.

The PPC works closely with the Conference Planning
Committee to coordinate brochure text, handouts, mom
and AV arrangements. After the conference, presenters'
papers must be submitted to the editors for the
Proceedinns. PPC members are often called upon to help
in the solicitation of the final version of presentations for
publication. The liaison role continues.

.-

A current PPC member writes: "I really recommend the
PPC to anyone who would l i e to become more involved
in NASIG. Through this committee I have gotten to know
a lot of NASIG members in a short time. It's also very
satisfying work, since the conference is one of NASIGs
central goals and one's accomplishments are very visible."
New PPC members should be prepared for a lot of e-mail
messages. Certain e-mail addresses, those of fellow
committee members especially. will be imprinted on one's
brain. It helps to be decisive and opinionated about what
you want to have happen. It is a big time commitment
over the course of the year, communicating with speakers,
doing mailings, reminders. coordination, writing and
editing for the newsletter and conference program.

Program planning is a huge amount of work. It takes a lot
of personal time, spent in phone calling and pursuing
presenters and topics, making andadjusting compositions
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and schedules. And it is a very creative process,
especially the shapiig and focusing of all the ideas that
come in for a program The committee starts with
nothing but an idea, the theme.
This gets bounced
mound, interpreted, elaborated upon. Presenters are
considered, references are solicited, and exploration is
made to see who knows what about the topic.

It is recommended that a potential committee member be a
high-energy person, one who has a pretty broad
background in serials, and who can also cover certain
specific subject areas, such as aspects of cataloging or
acquisitions. One must be proactive, prepared to go out
and solicit speakers and to develop ideas for workshops,
concurrent, and plenary sessions.
As many NASIG
members arc, PPC members must be fume- oriented, with
a vision of what the information industry may bc like, and
how to shape it. A high degree of diplomacy is required,
to deal with personalities among presenters and the
Conference Planning Comiaee, the ElectmNcs
Communications Committee, the Education Committee,
and the NASIG Board.
And we quote: "It's a lot of fun and not as much work as it
might seem."
The author thanks Karen Cargille. Mary Beth Clack,
Michele Crump. Cindy Hepfer. October Ivins, and Chrism
Reinke for their contibutions to this article.

Algier. Aimee
Serials Coordinator
Santa Clara Universitv
Internet: AALGIER@'SCUACC.SCU.FDU
(408) 554-5556

Brass, Evelyn
cataloger
University of Houston
Internet EBRASS@UH.EDU
(713) 743-9686

Buttner. Mary
Head, Serials &Acquisitions Department
Stanfod University Medical Center
Internet MARY@KRYFTON.STANFORD.EDU
(415) 723-4585

Evans, Marcia B.
Catalog Librarian
University of Alabama
Internet: MBEVANS @UAIVM.UA.EDU
(205) 348-1496
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Rscher, Ruth
Manager, Collection Management Services
Yankee Book Peddler
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Managing Director
B.H. Blackwell Ltd.
Internet: D O U G L A S . F O X @ B L A C I . C O . U K
44 1865 792792

Frankel, N o w
Director, Licensing & Permissions
American Medical Association
Internet: NORh4AN3@M.NETCOM.COM
(312)464-4838

GIifflth?,, P e r
General Manager-Serials
DA Information Services
Internet: PGRFFITHS @DAINFI.DADIRECT.COM.AU
39 873 441 1

G u y , Beth
serials cataloger
University of Maryland
Internet: BG53@UMAIL.UMD.EDU

(301)405-9329

Schader, Barbara
Head, Collection Develcpment
University of California, Los Angeles
Internet: ECZSBJS@MW.OAC.UCLA.EDU
(310)825-6498

Hopkins, Randall
Graduate Assistant
University of Maryland
Internet: RHOPKIN@WAM.UMD.EDU
(301)405-9311

Sharkey, Catherine R.
Manager, SubscriptionDepartment
Fred B. Rothman & Co.
Internet: CSHARKEY@ROTHMAN.COM
(303)979-5657

Howard, Brigitte
Assistant Head of SeriaUAcquisitions
SUNY at Stony Brook
Internet: BHOWARD@CCMAIL.SUNYSB.EDU
(516)632-7140

Smith, Pamicia
Head,Acquisitions Services
Colorado State University
Internet: PSMlTH@VINES.COLOSTATE.EDU
(970)491-1856

Kem, Kristen
Middle East Cataloguer
Portland State University
Internet: KERN@GODZILLA.LB.PDX.EDU
(503)725-4547
-

Stephens, Catherine L.
SerialSLibralian
Universihr of Nevada. Los Vecras
Internet: STEPHEN~@NEV~A.EDU
(702)895-3573

Kevil. L. Hunter
Head of Serials
University of Missouri,Columbia
Internet: MULKEVIL@MIZZOUI.MISSOURI.EDU
(314)882-9161

Terrill, Henry
SeriaWGovemnentDocuments Librarian
H a d i g University
Internet: TERRILL@HARDING.EDU
(501) 279-4251

Kuhagen. Judy
Senior Descriptive Cataloging Specialist
Library of Congress
Internet: KUHAGEN@MAIL.LOC.GOV
(202)707-4381

Toth-Waddell, Annemarie
Head, Cataloguing Section
Ontario LegislativeLibrary
Internet: TOTH-W,&DDELL@ONTLA.OLA.ORG

McClytnont, Paul
Business Manager
National Research Council of Canada
Jnternet: PAUL.MCCLYMONT@NRC.CA
(613)993-9093

Vigil, Mary Margaret
Bindery Supervisor
University of New Mcxiw
Intcmet: MVIGIL@UNM.EDU
(505) 277-7071

O h , Elisabeth
ReferendSerials Librarian
Middlesex County College Library
(908)906-2561

Walther, James H.
Applications Consultant
Lexis-NcXiS
Internet: JWALTHER@REACH.COM
(202)857-8254

Park. Amey
Serials Librarian
Kent State University
Internet: AMEYP@LMS.KENT.EDU
(216)612-3024

Williams, J i
Technical Services Librarian
Cleveland State University
Internet: JILLW@INCA.LAW.CSUOHO.EDU
(216)523-7322
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Wilson, Margaret L.
Serials Cataloger
University of Kansas
Bitnet: MWlLSON@UKANWvl.BITNET
(913) 864-3535

Windsor. Madeline
Supervising Librarian
Brookhaven National Laboratory
Internet: WINDSOR@BNL.GOV
(516) 282-5069

Wolfe. Gany
Chief operating Officer
RoweCom
Internet: GWOLFE@ROWE.COM
(617) 489-2115

Woodford. Barbara
Account Services Manager
EBSCO Subscription Semices

ixnn) 777- I 1177

[Note: Please nport promotions, awards. new degrees, new
positions, and other significant professional milestones. You
may submit itam about yourself or 0th- membas to Carol
MacAdam Contributions on behalf of fellow mwobcrs will be
c l d with the pmon mcntiomd in the news item before they
are printed. Plcase include your email addm or phone
number.]

Congratulationsand best wishes to all!

JULIA BLIXRUD besame Director of Training and
Education for the CAPCON Library Network in
September 1995. She was previously Rogram Officer at
the Council on Library Resources. Julia writes, "This is a
new position and I have responsibility for the organization
and administration of OUT extensive training and activities,
with plans to develop new initiatives. CAPCON currently
conducts or sponsors more than 150 training sessions,
workshops, meetings, conferences. and other educational
activities each year in the Washington, D.C. area Earlier
this year, the CAPCON Board of Trustees endorsed plans
to expand the content, audience, and geographic scope of
out training and education activities. We have a brand
new training center with a computer-training room and a
large conference room, and I also have responsibility for
managing that facility. The job's been quite a change from
my previous position as Program Officer for the Council
on Library Resources, but I got my start in library
networking and I'mdelighted to be back in it" CAPCON
is a non-profit library services organization. Founded in
1974, it has over 180 member libmies and provides
se,Mces to
more than 600 libraries and other
organizations in the District of Columbia, Maryland. and
Virginia CAPCON is a regional OCLC-affiliate network
and an Internet service provider and also has cooperative
purchasing, contract cataloging. and rewspcctive
conversion services. Julia's new addresses:
Director of Training and Education
CAPCON Library Network
1320 19th Street, NW,Suite 400
Washington, DC 20036-1679
Phone: (202) 331-4368 (direct)
Pbone: (202) 331-5771 (office)
Fax: 202-331-4369
E-mail: jblimd@capcon.net
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New Ncmbsrs

BOBBIE CARLSON has taken a change of dmtion,
reflected in her new title as Consumer Health Information
Education Coordinator at Medical University of South
Carolina She was previously iiead, Serials Management
there. Bobbie says that the health care environment is
very dynamic these days, and the MUSC Library
environment reflects that. Of her new job "I'm working
on various library and campus initiatives in consumer
health information, patient education, and communitybased health care., to help integrate library programs
within the developing managed care environment.
Exploring electronic resources. like e-journals. remains
part of my role, but I'm primarily involved in making
lmcks in new territory that will expand our programs by
anticipating the needs of our growing user-base. The
strength of our library's technology and leadership is
talcing our programs and me to new places, to new
paaners, and to new users. My work within the serials
industry has prepared me well for the adventures ahead. I
expect to transform my serials experience and to use some
creative energy to drive some change in d&erent
directions." Most of Bobbie's addresses remain the same.
though her new phone number is (803) 792-2380.

....................
PRIMA CASElTA became Head of Serials in the Library
at the Getty Center for the History of Art and the
Humanities. where she was previously Serials Cataloger.
She is now responsible for both the acquisitions and
cataloging of serials. Prima writes, "I took over this
position just before the library migrated to INNOPAC,
and was immediately plunged into data migration
specifications. testing, and devising and implementing
new procedures. This new position is very hectic after the
relative calm of being Serials Cataloger here!" Rima's
a( resses remain the same, while her telephone extension
ha;. teen changed to X4001.

....................
TINA FEICKS new title is Sales Manager for Noah
America, Blackwell's Periodicals Division (Oxford,
England).
Previously Senior Serials Specialist at
Blackwell's, Tina's new title reflects the additional
responsibilities she has taken on, with all Blackwell's
Periodicals sales representatives for North America
reporting to her. This change was effective July 1994.
While her e-mail address remains the same, Tina reports

changes to the addresses listed in the NASIG 1995
Dmtory:
Blackwell's Periodicals Division
sales Office
P.O. Box 1257
Blackwood, NJ 08012
phone: (800) 458-3706
Fax: (609) 232-5397

....................
TIMOTHY HAGAN is now Serials Cataloger at the
Chicago Historical Society, where he was previously a
cataloger on the U.S. newspaper cataloging project His
job change, effective May 1995, has -t
that he now
spends time each day on the reference desk at the Society.
Ti's addresses:

Chicago Historical Society
Clark Sheet at N o h Avenue
Chicago.IL. 60614
phone: (312) 6424620.X351

....................
ADAM MARSNIK was a Library Assistant XII at the StaIe
Legislative Reference Library in St Paul. Minnesota.
Having graduated from Library School in August 1994.
Adam accepted his first professional position as Technical
Services Supervisor at the James J. Hill Reference Library
in October 1994. As Head of Technical Services, Adam
is the primary cataloger, and shares time on the reference
desk with other staff. Adam notes that doing reference
work makes him a better cataloger, and being a cataloger
makes him a better reference librarian. The J.J. Hill
Reference Library is a privately-funded business reference
library open to the public. Adam's new addresses will
include e-mail in the new future:
James J. Hill Reference library
80 West 4th Sheet
St Paul, MN
Phone: (612) 227-9531

....................
ANN OKERSON is now Associate University Librarian

for Collection Development and Management at Yale
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University. AM was previously Director of the Office of
Scientific and Academic Publishing at the Association of
Research Libraries. AM writes of her new job “One of
my biggest challenges in the new position is directly
serials-related. Like most libraries, the Yale Library seeks
to make available to the widest possible campus audience
a number of electronic indexinglabsating services and
full text files. The licenses for these fall within my area of
responsibility. So far, it has been difficult to sign off on
licenses which all too frequently contain such language as
‘Users shall not reproduce information from this database
by any means mechanical or electronic.’ These kinds of
limitations, accompanied by sizable prices, lead us to be
particularly careful in what we will and will not sign.
Making reasonable deals for our users, choosing the most
useful electIonic format and deployment for a given eserial, and determining what we can afford to pay are
currently high priority issues for us. Such ‘new’ topics
combined with fantastic traditional collectio~ and
excellent colleagues make the position immensely
absorbing and a lot of fun.” Ann’s new addresses:
Ann Okerson
Associate University Librarian
Yale University
P. 0. Box 208240
130 Wall Street
New Haven, CT 06520-8240
Phone: (203) 432-1764
Fax: (203) 432-7231
Email: AM.Okerson@yale.edu

....................
KURT PAULUS has a new title at the Institute of Physics
Publishing. He was previously Publishing Director, and is
now Operations Director. Kurt puts it thus: “Titles do
change from time to time,but m r e important are changes
in responsibility. Beginning January 1, 1996, I am
relinquishing responsibility for our sales and customer
services departments. and retaining that for production of
books and journals, both conventional and electronic.
New responsibilities I am taking on are for book and
reference work publishing and for human resources
development throughout the company.“ Kurt adds that
all his addresses remain the same.

....................
MAGGIE RIOWS new title is Information Systems
Librarian at MBLlWHOI Library at Woods Hole
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Oceanographic Institution, effective April 1995. She was
Acquisitions Librarian there. and her new title reflects the
new duties and responsibilities Maggie has accepted.
W e Maggie still dow acquisitions work, and still has
responsibility for managing subscriptions. she has also
taken on the challenge of managing the convemion of the
acquisitions system. M B ~ O has
I been part of an
automation consortium using DRA. By January 1996 they
will have withdrawn from the consortium and will be
bringing up the wholly integrated Endeavor system using
the new Voyager software. Having overseen the
conversion and extraction of data from the w d u m
database, Maggie will now train staff and bccome system
administrator for the new system Maggie’s addresses
remain the same.

....................
MICHAEL SOMERS is now Deputy Technical Services
Librarian at Louisiana State University. He was formerly
Assistant Department Head, Aquisitions/Serials Services
at LSU.
The change is ptimarily due to a major
reorganization of technical services. Aquisitions/Serials
Services and Cataloging were merged into a single
Technical Services, reducing the number of functional
units from seven to three.
The three teams are:
acquisitions, database maintenance, and original
cataloging. LSUis s m a m h i ng all procedures, reducing
the numbex of unique local practices, and using some
outsourcing resources. Michael acknowledges that his
duties have multiplied. He now supervises 34 staff, both
paraprofessionals and librarim.
He says of his
colleagues: “We are busy seaing goals. training, and
learning OUT new responsibilities.” Michael’s e-mail and
phone addresses remain the same.

....................
NORMAN VOGT was Head of the Serials Department at
Northern Illinois University. He is now Head of the
Acquisitions Department there.
Norman writes:
“Following the recommendations of a special study task
force which suggested the merging of similar functions in
the NIU Libraries, the fonner Acquisitions and Serials
Departments were merged as of July 1, 1995.
Participating in the organizational and spatial
recoofiguration of the two former departments was
exciting an4 of course, challenging. This is my 35th year
at NIU where I have seen mountains of change and
somehow survived it all. My address and phone numhers
remain the same.” E-mail. nvogt@niu.edu.

In August 1995 SUSAN ZllPPEN became Head of
Technical Services at Skidmore College's Lucy Scribner
Library. She left the position of Acquisitions and Serials
Librarian at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. Skidmore
College has a new library which opened in mid-August,
with 50% more useable space than the old one. In
consideration of both cumnt and future electronic needs,
there are over 400 data outlets so every carrel and almost
every study table is able to support a networked computer.
Susan Writes that the library was designed to be a beacon
of learning in more ways than one. Locared in the center
of campus. the library lights brighten up the night sky for
everyone no matter where they are on campus. Beautiful
and luxurious are the adjectives heard most from visitors
to the library. The best compliment came fiom the father
of a student who told Susan that every time he calls his
daughter. her roommate tells him that she. is at the library.
After seeing the new library, he believes her! Susan's

[Note: Please s a d immxlnrrmcnu wncermng meetings of
inlenst to (he NASIG membership to Carol MacAdam.1

February 27-29, 1996
Computers in Libraries 1996
Arlington, VA
April 15-17. 1996
Ln<SG's 19th Annual Conference
University of Keele.
Staffordshire. England
May 14-17. 1996
ARL Spring Membership Meeting
Vancouver, British Columbia

addWsSeS:

May 16-19.1996
Head of Technical Services
Lucy Scribner Library
Skidmore College
Saratoga Springs, NY
Internet: SZAPPEN@SKIDMORE.EDU
Phone: (518) 584-5OOO. ext.2126
Fax: (518) 584-3023

Feather River Institute
Feather River, CA
May 20-22.1996
American Society for Information Science

Mid-year Meeting
San Diego. CA
May 29-31. 19%
Society for Scholarly Publishing Annual Meeting
Minneapolis, MN
May 31-June4.19%
Medical Libraries Association Annual Conference
Kansas City, M O

-

The serials community is saddened by the death of another
of our number. Leigh Chatterton died on Tuesday,
December 18, &r a long and gallant struggle against
CBIICCT. Leigh had worked at " E T
since 1988 and
was insmurental in giving many librarians their initial
instruction in OCLC services. She was active in NASIG
(see the PPC Rofile in this issue) and a true professional.
A funeral mass was held Friday, December 22. The
family welcomes donations in her name to the American
CancerSociety.

June 6-9, 19%
Canadian Library Association
5 1st Annual Conference
"Sail into our future"
Halifax, Nova Scotia
see: hap:\\www.uccb.ns.akIa96
June 8-13.1996
Special Libraries Association Annual Meeting
Boston, MA

n

June 20-23.1996
North American Serials Interest Group
Eleventh Annual Conference
University of New Mexico
Albuquerque. N M
July 6-10. 19%
American Libraries Association Annual Conference
New Yo* NY
July 20-25.1996
American Association of Law Libraries Annual Meeting
Indianapolis, PI
August 25-3 1, 1996
International Federation of Library Associations and
Institutions
IFLA Annual Conference
Beijing, Chiia
Sept~ber25-21,1996
Third European Serials Conference
of the European Federation of Serials Groups
Trinity College, Dublin. Ireland

October 16-18. 1996
ARL Membership Meeting
Washington, D.C.
October 21-24. 1996
American Society for Information Science
Annual Meeting
Baltimore, MD
November 7-9,1996
16th Annual Charleston Conference on Issues in Book
and Serial Acquisitions
Charleston, SC

NMIG NEWSLElTER COPYRIGHT STATEMENT
The NASIG Newsletter is copyright by the North
American Serials Interest Group and NASIG encourages
its widest use. In accordance with the US. Copyright
Act’s Fair Use provisions, readers may make a single
copy of any of the work for reading, education, study, or
research purposes. In addition, NASIG permits copying
and circulation in MY manner, provided that such
circulation is done for free and the items are not re-sold in
MY way, whether for-profit or not-for-profit.
Any
reproduction for sale may only be done with the
permission of the NASIG Board, with a request submitted
to current President of NASIG. under terms which will be
set by the Board.
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llx h’ASI0 NQ~&$& @SN 0892-1733) is p u b l i 5 timS per
year For the members of the Noah Anmican Serials Interest

Group, Inc. It is available through personal membership in the
organization, or by subscription for $25 per year in the US.;
$35 pcr year outside the US. Membas of the Editorial Board
of the Nemldter arc:
Editor-in-chief
Maggie Horn,
Northan Arizona University
Columns Editor
Carol MacAdam,
Swets Subscription Was
Rodunion Editor Steve Savage.
Library of Michigan
Distribution Editor Vikki Mcdagl~a,Bates College
NASIG Executive Julia Gammon,
Board Liaison University of Akron

The J-4ewsletta is published in February. April. June.
September, and December. Submission deadlines arc 4 we&
prior to the publication date (January 1, March 1. May 1. August
1. and November 1). Ihe suhssion deadline for the next issue
is MARCH 1,1996.

NO U T E SUBMISSIONS WILL BE ACCEPTELJ.

Send all submissions/ditorialcomments to:
Maggie Horn, Head of Bibliographic Services
Cline Library
Northrm Arizona University
Flagstaff,AZ 86011-6022
Phone: (520) 523-6779
Fax: (520) 523-3770
Intunet: maggie.bom@nau.edu

Scnd all items for ‘Title Changes.” the Calendar,and “New
Members” to:
Carol MacAdam,,
Swets Subscription Services
440 Creamay Way. Suite A
Exton.PA 19341
Phone: (800) 447-9387
Fax: (610) 524-5366
lntemcc emacadam@sweu.nl
Send all inquiries conwrning the NASIG organization and
membership, and change of address information, to:
Susan Davis, NASIG Senaary
HcaQ Paiodicals Sxtion, S U N Y Buffalo
L o c k w d Library Building
Buffal0.W 14260
Phone: (716) 645-2784
Fax: (716) 645-5955
Internet: unlsdb@ubvm.cc.buffalo.edu
Send all claims for unruxived issues of the Newsletter to:
Vilrld Medaglia, Serials Librarian
Bates College
Ladd Library
Lewiston. ME 04240
Phone: (207) 786-6269
Fax: (207)786-6055
Internet: vmedagli@abacus.bates.edu

NASIGNET ELECTRONIC LIST ADDRESS CHANGES
OLD E-MATH ADDRESS

NFNUNCADDRESS

litproc@e-ma&.ams.org
nasig-1@e-math.ams.org

listproc@nasig.ils.unc.edu
nasig-l@nasig.ils.unc.edu

NASIG Awards Task force members
NASIG Executive Board members

nasig-awards@e-math.ams.org
nasig-W@e-math.ams.org

nasig-awards@nasig.ils.unc.edu
nasig-bd@nasig.ils.unc.edu

NASIG Bylaws Committeemembers
NASIG Conference Planning
Documentation Group members

nasig-bylaws@e-ma&.ams.
nasig-confplan@e-math.ams.org

nasig-bylaws@nasig.iIs.unc.edu
nasig-cpcdoc@nasig.ils.unc.edu

nasig-cont@e-math.a.org

nasig-cont@nasig.ils.unc.edu

nasig-db@e-math.ams.org

nasigdb@nasig.ils.unc.edu

NASIG Electronic Communications
Committee members
NASIG Nominations &Elections
Committee members

nasig-ec@emath.ams.org

nasig-ec@nasig.ils.unc.edu

NASIG Evaluation and Assessment
Committee members
NASIG Student Grants Committee
members

nasig-eval@e-math.ams.org

nasig-eval@nasig.ils.unc.edu

nasig-grants@emath.ams.org

nasig-grants@nasig.iIs.unc.edu

NASIG Professional Liaisons
NASIG Conference Planning Committee
members

nasig-liaisons@emath.ams.org
nasig-lixal@emath.ams.org

nasig-liaisons@nasig.il.s.unc.edu
nasig-cpc@nasig.ils.unc.edu

NASIG Newsletter Editorial Board members
NASIG Horizon Award Task Force members

nasig-news@e-math.m.org
nasig-newser@emath.ams.org

nasig-news@nasig.ils.unc.edu
nasig-horizon@nasig.ils.unc.edu

NASIG Program Planning Committee
members
NASIG Regional Councils and Membership
Committee members

nasig-program@e-math.ams.

nasig-progam@nasig.ils.unc.edu

nasig-rc@emath.ams.org

nasig-rc@nasig.ils.unc.edu

1997 NASIG Site Selection Committee
members
NASIG Workshop Planning Group
members (PpO

nasig-site@e-math.ams.

nasig-site@nasig.ils.unc.edu

nasig-wksp@e-math.a.

nasig-wksp@nasig.ils.unc.edu

FOR GENERAL MEMBERSHIP

For commands to the List Processor
For all NASIG members

FOR COMMIlTEES, ETC

NEWADDRESS ANDNAMECHANGE
NASIG Continuing Education Committee
members
NASIG Database. & Directory Committee
members

nasig-clections@e-mathath.amS.org nasig-elections@nasig.ils.unc.edu
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NASIG MENTOR PROGRAM APPLICATION
1 lth Annual Conference
Albuquerque, New Mexico
June 20-23, 1996
The NASIG Continuing Education Committee is sponsoring a Conference Mentoring Program to help make new conference
attendees feel more at ease,highlight membership benefits. and help create new networking opportunities. The program will
match experienced NASIG conference attendees with new NASIG Conference attendees. For effective development, the
1996 program will be limited to the first 25 mentors and the first 25 mentees completing application forms. Applications are
accepted on a fmt come, f m t serve basis, with a

MAY 17,1996 DEADLINE
-a Mentor

I would like to be.

-a Mentee

I have been a NASIG member since:
Name:

Title:
Address:

F'hone:(

Fax::(

)--

)--

E-mail:

Please check the appropriate areas to assist us in matching individual by their areas of interest:
1.) Institution Type::

-Academic
-Other

-Public

-Special

@lease specify):

2.) Serial Responsibilities Jncludc::

-Acquisitions
-Check-in I Claiming
-Other

-Cataloging
-General

Management

(please specify):
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D o c u m e n t Delivery I ILL
-Public Service

HUMAN RESOURCES PROFILE
1.
2.
3.
4.

Nam~:
position:
Affiiation: A d d m : __

5. Phone: W (

)

-

n:(

)

-

Far: (

)

-

6. E-mailAddrcss:

7. NASIG continuous member since
8. Specific NASIG Annual Confaenm attended @leasecheck):
-1986
-1991

-1987

- 1992

-1988
-1993

-1989
-1994

-1990
-1995

9. Post-s.sxndaty Education (lnstitution(s) and Depr&(s):

(in 200 WORDS OR LESS)your areas of professional exputisc coneaning which you are willing to be listed as a
"ma".

10. Plcase d&be

11. Plcase cite UP TO 5 of your R o f e s s i d Resentations (SponsodBneflitWDatc).

12. Plcase cite UP TO 5 of your Professional Publications (full citation, please!!).
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NASlG HUMAN RESOURCES PROFEE, P. 2 of 2

UP TO FIVE GROUPS of KEYWORDS COMMON lo those areas for which yw would tikc to be considered as a
"resourn"for indexing within the NASlG Hwnan Rcsounrs Dirruory. Examples might be....

13. Please list

o BINDING

o AWIDMATEDRECEIPT

o PERSONNELMANAGEMENT

(Am)
(Area)
(Area)

(Am)

(Am)

15. Please describe yourself regarding the following...

a) I'm " l i d to be considered as a speaker in the above a r m @ides negotiated travel and relaudexpenses)

- yes

- no (if "no". please answer 15 0)below)

b) I require an honorarium of S

-(besides negotiated travel and relaled expenses).

16. 1 am willing to consult "fne" via (check all hat apply):

-phone

-e-mail

- other. please describe:

(BASED UPON the FIRST JNTlAl, OF YOUR SURNAME) PLEASE RETURN THIS COMPLETEDPROFILE NO LATER TE4N
MARCH 15,1996 To ...
A through H...

I through P...

Q through Z...

MartinGordon
Aquisiilions Librarian
Franklin & Marshall College
P.O.. Box 3003
Lancarta. Pa 17604-3003
m-gorQn@library.fandm.edu

Judy Luther
No& American Sales Manager
h t i f u t e for Scimhfic Research
3501 Market S u m
Philadelphia, PA 19104
jluther@isinu.com

Roberm Winjum
Head of Sai&
University of Hawaii - Manoa

I

I
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1

2550

Mall

Honolulu, HI 96822
mbaraw@hawaii.edu

